
We have quoted a lot of different research in episode one of

Which? Investigates, so if you want to do any more reading here are
the links to all the articles we came across while doing our investigation.

Where the algorithm really is king though is in the world of online shopping where, according to
data released by the Office for National Statistics, a quarter of ALL transactions take place

https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/timeseries/j4mc/drsi

Say you want a new pair of bluetooth headphones - often one of the most searched for items on
Amazon - you type bluetooth headphones into the search bar... hit Enter..., and a list of products
appear… everything from buds to over-ears.
https://www.semrush.com/blog/most-searched-items-amazon/

You might look down and think the top three are too expensive… Oooo that fourth one is cheaper
AND has an ‘Amazon Choice’ label...  They’ve got almost 14,000 reviews with an average rating of 4.5
stars too - nice…
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?k=bluetooth+headphones&crid=1DPFJHLCK4ZZ2&sprefix=bluetooth+hea%2Caps%2
C191&ref=nb_sb_ss_ts-doa-p_1_13

Recently the UK Government’s Competition and Markets Authority - CMA for short - estimated
that online reviews influence around £23 billion of customer spending in the UK every year.
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/growth-crushing-impact-negative-fake-reviews-companys-simon/

It started life in a garage in Bellevue, Washington with a 25,000 dollar loan from the parents of…
one Jeff Bezoz. As the LA Times reported, back then Amazon marketed itself as “Earth’s Biggest
Bookstore” selling exclusively, ... books.
https://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-amazon-history-20170618-htmlstory.html

Today, 2021,  Amazon is the 3rd largest company in the world and last year it made
over 20 billion dollars in profit, which breaks down to an eye watering $17 million
of transactions every single hour.
https://fortune.com/company/amazon-com/global500/

In 2016, a survey commissioned by marketing research firm Nielsen, found that
73% of respondents use reviews to make online purchasing decisions. I certainly
do.
https://www.nielsen.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2019/04/connected-commerce-report-ja
n-2016.pdf

Marianne recently carried out a brilliant investigation into fake-review-for-hire services that
focussed, not on reviews for items being sold on Amazon, but on buying fake reviews for
Facebook’s Business platform.
https://www.which.co.uk/news/2021/10/how-fake-reviews-help-boost-businesses-on-facebook/

In May this year Which? researchers scoured the top 10 best-selling Amazon products across a
range of popular tech categories.

https://www.which.co.uk/news/2021/06/best-selling-amazon-products-show-signs-of-fake-and-incentivised-review
-practice/
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In 2020 we surveyed our members about what label means… four in ten (44%) believed it meant a
product had been quality checked by Amazon themselves…
https://www.which.co.uk/news/2020/02/amazon-flawed-amazons-choice-endorsement/

We did our own behavioural experiment at Which? last year and found that fake reviews make
consumers more than twice as likely to choose poor-quality products.
https://www.which.co.uk/news/2020/05/the-real-impact-of-fake-reviews/

In 2019 the team found that some of the highest-ranked hotels on TripAdvisor reached
the top by using fake reviews. We analysed almost 250,000 hotel reviews on the site,
comparing the profile of five-star reviewers with those who left only three stars.
https://www.which.co.uk/news/2019/09/fake-tripadvisor-reviews-push-worlds-best-hotels-up-the-ran
kings/

We’ve had an investigation running that we really wanted to include in this episode but
had to wait until it wrapped up… which it now has, which means I can give you the hot
off the press results

https://www.which.co.uk/news/2021/10/one-million-households-in-the-uk-potentially-hit-by-amazon-brushing-sc
ams/

And it’s not just small sellers doing this. In 2013 Samsung Taiwan were fined for paying people to
negatively review products manufactured by it’s rivals!
https://www.marketingweek.com/samsung-fined-for-posting-fake-htc-reviews/

That’s why we’ve recently launched our own campaign - you might have actually spotted it on some
billboards across the country.
https://campaigns.which.co.uk/tech-giants-responsibility/

Just last month the CMA released their own white paper - ‘Reforming Competition and Consumer
Policy’ - which looks to address the wild west of online marketplaces.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1022615/Ref
orming_Competition_and_Consumer_Policy_publication_4.10.21.pdf
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